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Abstract. Previous studies have shown that the success of interpersonal interaction depends not only on the contents we communicate explicitly, but also on the social signals that are conveyed implicitly. In
this paper, we present NovA (NOnVerbal behavior Analyzer), a system
that analyzes and facilitates the interpretation of social signals conveyed
by gestures, facial expressions and others automatically as a basis for
computer-enhanced social coaching. NovA records data of human interactions, automatically detects relevant behavioral cues as a measurement
for the quality of an interaction and creates descriptive statistics for the
recorded data. This enables us to give a user online generated feedback
on strengths and weaknesses concerning his social behavior, as well as
elaborate tools for oﬄine analysis and annotation.

1

Introduction

In a conversation between humans, information is not only shared in an explicit
manner. On the contrary, a myriad of implicit social signals is communicated
that may even have a deeper inﬂuence on the outcome of a conversation than
the word meanings themselves. There is empirical evidence that our impact
on others is shaped less by the contents of an utterance, but rather by the
accompanying social signals. According to studies by Albert Mehrabian [1], the
contents of an utterance only contribute with 7% to its success while the impact
of the vocal signals (conveyed by the nuances of voice) and the non-verbal signals
(including body language and facial expressions) is much higher with 38% and
55% respectively.
In our research, we present NovA (NOnVerbal behavior Analyzer), a system
that analyzes and interprets these signals automatically as a starting point for
social coaching in human-human settings. NovA does not only allow us to record
data of social interactions in a systematic manner, but it also enables the learners
to inspect previous interactions and provides them with an objective report of
the social interactions.
Automated behavior analysis is not only of beneﬁt in the context of social
training. It may also support researchers of multidisciplinary areas in their daily
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work. Scientiﬁc disciplines, such as psychology, ethnology, anthropology and others, have been concerned with the systematic exploration of human behavior for
a long time. Thereby, an important component of a regular work ﬂow is the
annotation of audiovisual recordings of human behavior. The annotation of such
recordings requires several iterations and is very time-consuming. With our analysis tool NovA, we aim to accomplish most of these iterations in a fully automated manner by creating a variety of diagrams including bar charts, heat maps,
timeline diagrams with automated labeling that help to point out characteristics
encountered in interpersonal interaction.

2

Related Work

To get insight into human social behavior, researchers have to rely on a large variety of information, e.g. video recordings of face-to-face meetings and acceleration
sensor-based data of the user’s daily activities [2]. Progress in the ﬁeld has been
boosted by a variety of annotation tools that facilitate the labeling of corpora
at diﬀerent levels of granularity following a pre-deﬁned coding scheme. Examples include Elan, [3] Anvil [4] and Exmeralda [5]. However, since the manual
annotation of data is rather time-consuming, methods to automate the coding
process are highly desirable.
Techniques for the automated analysis of social behaviors patterns were pioneered by Pentland and his group at MIT Media Lab with the development
of wearable devices, so-called sociometers, to capture the people’s verbal and
non-verbal signals. They investigated not only the social behaviors of people
engaged in face-to-face conversations [6], but also analyzed interaction patterns
from larger groups of people using smartphones with dedicated sensors [7]. Social
constructs that have been investigated by Pentland and others include internal
user states, such as interest [8], engagement [9] and emotions [10], and personality traits [11], such as dominance and extraversion.
To analyze social behaviors, a large variety of verbal and non-verbal cues has
been taken into account. Dong and colleagues [12] analyze speech activity and
ﬁdgeting, i.e. the amount of movement in a person’s hands and body, to detect functional roles in a group. Hung and Gatica-Perez [13] studied audio cues
(such as overlapping speech), video cues (such as motion energy), and audiovisual cues (such as the amount of movement during speech) to determine the
level of group cohesion in meetings. Methods have been developed to detect a
user’s emotions from various modalities including facial expressions [14], gestures [15], speech [16], postures [17] and physiological measurements [18]. Also,
multimodal approaches to improve emotion recognition accuracy are reported,
mostly by exploiting audiovisual combinations [19] [20]. Results suggest that
integrated information from audio and video leads to improved classiﬁcation reliability compared to a single modality - even with fairly simple fusion methods.
NovA combines work on annotation tools with technologies to automatically
analyze human behavior. The user interface of NovA has been inspired by existing annotation tools and makes use of multiple tracks to code relevant social features. However, unlike conventional annotation tools, NovA performs the
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segmentation and labeling of the data completely automatically. Most tools for
automated behavior analysis rely on an oﬄine classiﬁcation of the recorded data,
where relevant features are extracted from the data and mapped onto given social constructs. A problem with this approach results from the subjectivity of
data interpretation. NovA distinguishes from earlier work on automated behavior analysis by combining a descriptive with interpretative coding approaches.
Not only does it present the user with an interpretation of the data in terms
of higher-level social constructs, but also visualizes statistics of the descriptive
features on which the interpretation of the data is based. In addition, it is able
to provide verbalized explanations. The motivation behind this approach is to
increase the transparency of the system for the social coaches and their trainees.

3

Foundations of the NovA Approach

Compared to natural language, the capabilities of social cues to convey meaning
are strongly limited. Their strength lies, however, in the communication of implicit information, such as the engagement of people in a conversation and the
self eﬃcacy they convey when presenting themselves. Based on interviews with
job counselors we decided to focus on four user states that are implicitly conveyed
in interviews by body postures and gestures Social Attraction, Engagement, Self
Eﬃcacy and Attitude.
Social Attraction refers to the amount of appreciation a person evokes in others
[21]. The relation of body language and social attraction has been investigated in
various studies in social sciences. McGinley et al. [22] conclude that open body
positions are usually received as more positive than positions with arms or legs
crossed. According to Schouwstra and Hoogstraten [23] upright postures with
the head up receive more positive judgments than the opposite.
Sidner and colleagues deﬁne [24] Engagement as ”the process by which two (or
more) participants establish, maintain and end their perceived connection during
interactions they jointly undertake”. Pease [25] demonstrates how engagement
is portrayed by an orientation of the body and face towards the interlocutor.
Another aspect of engagement is the overall amount of movements. Here it is
necessary to distinguish whether the user is speaking or listening. While speakers
tend to show their engagement using a high amount of overall activity, in the
role of a listener, interlocutors should show less overall activity because such a
behavior is usually interpreted as a sign of distraction.
People with a high amount of Self Eﬃcacy are ”conﬁdent that they will be
able to master diﬃcult situations” [26]. Self eﬃcacy is usually conveyed by calm,
ﬂuid and high energy movements while quick and jerky movements tend to make
a person appear nervous. In addition, a high amount of self manipulations, such
as scratching one’s head, reveals the anxiety of people in a social situation. Pease
[25] provides various examples of body postures that signal a high amount of
self eﬃcacy, such as placing both feet apart or both hands behind the head with
the elbows facing outward.
In psychology, the term Attitude refers to the expression of favor or disfavor
towards a particular person or theme [27]. Usually, open body postures, such as
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opened arms, are interpreted as a sign of willingness to cooperate while closed
body postures, such as crossing one’s arms, rather communicate the opposite
[25].

4

Social Cue Recognition

For recording and preprocessing human behavior data, NovA relies on our previously developed Social Signal Interpretation framework (SSI) [28] which supports
both frame-by-frame and event-based annotations. In the case of frame-by-frame
annotations, a value referring to a particular attribute, such as the distance
between the two hands of a person, is computed at each point in time. For
event-based annotations, we implemented a mechanism that triggers an event
each time the beginning or the end of a social cue, such as a particular arm
conﬁguration, is detected.

Fig. 1. The recording process with skeleton and face tracking, audio graph, audio pitch
information, as well as the event board that shows detected social cues, such as gestures,
head poses, voice activity detection etc

The detected events are saved in an XML-based structure including a synchronized timestamp and the event’s duration. Figure 1 shows the interface for
the recording of data. It illustrates the Kinect skeleton and facial tracking, as
well as online recognized social cues, waveform graph and audio pitch. In the
following subsections we present social cues that are recognizable by NovA.
4.1

Gesture and Posture Detection

For event-based gesture analysis, NovA makes use of our Full Body Interaction
framework (FUBI) [29]. In FUBI postures and gestures are deﬁned in an XMLbased deﬁnition language and are detected by a motion tracking device, such as
the Microsoft Kinect. For NovA we deﬁned a set of behavioral primitives, which
includes relations between hands, elbows, and feet to each other and to other
body parts. Further we investigate the torso and head orientation. Based on the
behavioral primitives, we implemented the following recognizers:
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1. Typical hand positions: hands together at a particular height of the body,
neck touch with left/right hand, head touch with left/right hand, head touch
with both hands
2. Characteristic Leg Conﬁgurations: standing or sitting with legs apart, closed
or crossed
3. Characteristic Arm Conﬁgurations: standing or sitting with spread arms at
a particular height of the body, arms close to body at a particular height, arms
stemmed in hips and arms behind the head with elbows facing outward
4. Common Postures for the Upper Trunk: leaning forward and leaning backward
5. Typical head postures & gestures: looking away, head shakes, head nods,
head tilts
4.2

Movement Expressivity

In addition to a mechanism for the detection of postures and gestures, NovA
provides measurement for the quality of postures and gestures in terms of expressivity features that are computed frame-by-frame. Based on the work by
Wallbott [30] and Caridakis et al. [15], we computed the following expressivity
features:
Energy/Power (EN) represents the dynamic properties of a movement (e.g.
weak versus strong). It is calculated from the ﬁrst derivative of the motion vectors
in all three dimensions where m() is the motion of the speciﬁed joint relative
to the torso joint and n is the number of frames that are considered for the
calculation.

 n

EN = ((m(i).x2 + m(i).y 2 + m(i).z 2 )/3)/n
i=0

Fluidity (FL) diﬀerentiates smooth movements from jerky ones. This feature
aims to capture the continuity between movements. It is calculated as the sum
of the variance of both hands’ motion vectors’ norms (l, r) (respectively feet for
leg postures).
F L = V ar(

n


l(i)/n) + V ar(

i=0

n


r(i)/n)

i=0

Spatial extent (SE) is modeled as the space that is used for gesturing in front
of the recorded person. It is calculated as the maximum Euclidean distance of
the position of the two hands (l ,r) (respectively feet for leg postures).
SE = max(d(| r(i) − l(i) |))

Overall activation (OA) represents the quantity of the movement (passive
versus active). It is calculated as the sum of the motion vectors’ norm of both
hands (respectively feet for leg postures):
OA =

n

i=0

| r(i) | + | l(i) |
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Temporal extent (TP) represents the duration of a gesture (short vs sustained). The duration of each gesture is computed from the starting and end
points synchronized with the recording time in the SSI framework.
4.3

Facial Expressions

For detecting facial expressions, we make use of Fraunhofer Institute’s SHORE
[31] as well as the Kinect Facial Tracking SDK1 which are also integrated in our
system. Various occurrences of facial expressions, such as smiles, are computed
using a threshold based approach.

5

Mapping Social Cues to User States

To determine the user states described in Section 3 NovA supports the use of
Bayesian networks. These networks can be assigned directly to the SSI framework
for frame-wise updating with probabilities and evidences in real time. A typical
network designed to recognize the user states of Social Attraction, Engagement,
Self Eﬃcacy and Attitude consists of several unconditional, observed nodes that
describe the evidences and probabilities monitored by social cue recognition
and expressivity calculations and are updated every frame by the framework.
These evidence nodes feed into conditional nodes that estimate a higher level
statement based on the recognized cues. Observed as well as conditional nodes
lead to the ﬁnal child node, which models a user state. The Bayesian networks
can be modeled with existing tools, such as GeNIe2 .

Fig. 2. A simpliﬁed Bayesian network to determine Engagement
1
2

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj130970.aspx
http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/
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As an example, Figure 2 shows the diagram of a simpliﬁed Bayesian network,
meant to recognize Engagement. The structure of the network has been deﬁned in
accordance to social theories, extracted from relevant literature (See Section 3).
Eight observed, unconditional parent nodes (head tilt, look away, lean backward,
lean forward, arms open, arms crossed, hand to face and overall activation) are
constantly updated by the framework with evidences from gesture recognizers
and calculation values from expressivity calculation. Six of these parent nodes
inﬂuence interconnected conditional nodes (head posture, upper body posture
and body openness), the other two directly feed into the ﬁnal Engagement node.
We want to point out that in Figure 2 we demonstrate a simpliﬁed version of a
predeﬁned Bayesian network to determine Engagement. Besides predeﬁned BNs,
starting probabilities as well as probability tables and related social cues can
also be deﬁned by users of the system themselves.

6
6.1

The User Interface of NovA
Graphical Interface

The user interface of NovA has been developed following the requirements of
tools for annotating human social interactions. Like other tools, it oﬀers annotation on multiple tracks based on a user-deﬁned coding scheme that has been, in
our case, adapted to the situation of human-human or human-agent dialogue.

Fig. 3. NovA’s graphical user interface. In this instance data for two users has been
loaded. It shows both videos (with and without skeleton, (Figure 3 A)), pie charts
for expressivity features (Figure 3 B), heatmaps (Figure 3 C), a waveform graph with
voice activity detection events (Figure 3 G), the timeline graph showing automatically
created annotations (Figure 3 F) and the hands height graph (Figure 3 E).
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Annotations are automatically added corresponding to social cues recognized
by the system by placing boxes along a horizontal timeline. Typically, diﬀerent
kinds of behaviors are coded on diﬀerent parallel tracks so that their temporal
relationships are clearly visible.
Figure 3 shows the graphical user interface of NovA. The GUI includes the
video recordings of up to two recorded people (Figure 3 A) in addition to diagrams with descriptive statistics (Figure 3 B), Heatmaps (Figure 3 C) as well as
timeline diagrams showing the temporal dynamics of their behaviors.
Timeline diagrams contain:
1. Tracks that correspond to behavioral characteristics collected frame by frame,
such as motion energy (Figure 3 D) or the height of the hands (Figure 3 E) and
2. Tracks that correspond to events, such as the occurrence of particular social
cues (Figure 3 F).
The screenshot shown in Figure 3 only depicts a particular instantiation of the
graphical user interface of NovA which can be dynamically adapted depending
on the tasks to be conducted. For example, all windows are customizable in size
and position and can also be removed or hidden.
Another example of a frame-by-frame annotation is the representation of the
waveform corresponding to the audio signal (Figure 3 G). Phases with high peaks
indicate high intensity (e.g. a loud voice) while phases with tiny peaks represent
silent phases.
Each annotation includes additional information that may be displayed on
demand. It includes a reference picture, the exact duration, calculated expressivity parameters and a description of a possible interpretation. For the case of
detection errors or the need of adding annotations that could not be detected
automatically, NovA also oﬀers the possibility to manually add or delete eventbased annotations or to edit their temporal position and duration. In addition,
annotation schemes are fully customizable and can contain both automated and
manual annotations.
6.2

Illustrating Example

In the following, we present an example to illustrate behavior analysis in NovA.
Figure 4 illustrates how the system tries to determine the level of engagement of
an interviewee. On the left picture (a) the participant has an open body posture,
while looking towards the interlocutor and orientating his body in the same
direction. In the center picture (b), nothing speciﬁc is detected, and the right
picture (c) demonstrates the outcome when the participant uses body language
regarded as indicator of a low amount of engagement (see Section 3), such as
leaning back, looking away and crossing the arms. Bar charts are representing
the outcome of the user state recognition for each calculation, which is performed
every second.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of detected cues for high (a), medium (b) and low engagement (c)

7

Applications

NovA was originally developed for the EU-funded project TARDIS3 . TARDIS
attempts to support young adults in job interviews by developing a scenariobased game with virtual agents acting as recruiters. One large issue Europe
faces is the rising number of young people who are out of employment, education or training (NEETs). NEETs often have underdeveloped socio-emotional
and interaction skills [32], such as a lack of self-conﬁdence, lack of sense of their
own strengths or social anxiety [33]. This can cause problems in various critical
situations such as job interviews where they need to convince the recruiter of
their ﬁt in a company. To address this issue, many European countries have specialized inclusion centers meant to aid young people secure employment through
coaching by professional practitioners. One problem of this approach is that it
is very expensive and time-consuming. Considering this, technology-enhanced
solutions, such as digital games, present themselves as viable and advantageous
alternatives to the existing human-to-human coaching practices.
Within TARDIS, NovA serves to analyze the learner’s social cues when interacting with a virtual recruiter during a job interview simulation. Providing
such an environment is highly desirable from the point of view of improving
practice, since it enables a repeatable experience that can be modulated to suit
the individual needs of the learner. It may also mitigate negative side eﬀects resulting from real-life settings, in particular, the stress associated with engaging
in unfamiliar interactions with others. In this context, the recognition rate of
our social cue detection for body language and voice activity detection has been
3

Training young Adult’s Regulation of emotions and Development of social Interaction Skills - http://tardis.lip6.fr
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Fig. 5. NovA serves to analyze the learner’s social cues when interacting with a virtual
recruiter during a job interview simulation in the TARDIS project

evaluated and achieved a mean recognition rate of 88% [34]. Various knowledge
elicitation studies have been conducted using real job seeking youngsters and
trainer practitioners [35]. Ongoing user experience evaluations have shown so far
that user’s self reports about their behavior characteristics correspond to NovA’s
calculated results. The data of mentioned studies has been used to shape the design of NovA, the choice in social cues and our preliminary Bayesian networks
(BNs) for detecting user states.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we presented NovA, a system that processes data from state of the
art sensor technology for automated recognition and analysis of human behavior.
NovA oﬀers an online component for recording and processing data in real time
and a user interface to visualize and analyze data. The user interface’s primary
use is the debrieﬁng and post-hoc analysis of social interactions. It allows users
to reﬂect on their behavior, and thus learn to perform better in social situations.
NovA is able to automatically recognize various social cues, such as gestures,
postures, expressivity features or facial expressions. Additionally NovA provides
support for feeding such social cues to specially designed Bayesian Networks to
compute higher level user states.
The possibility to automatically detect human behavior can help researchers
from various disciplinary areas. On the one hand engineers might use higher-level
information on the user’s behavior to improve assistant robots, virtual agents or
other user assistant software such as the job-interview training game developed
in the TARDIS project. On the other hand automated behavioral analysis- and
coding can help psychological researchers by reducing their workload. To maximize our contribution to the research community we made NovA available for
download at http://openssi.net/nova.
As part of our future work we plan to further validate the performance of
the system’s user state detection. Additionally, we plan to investigate the use of
physiological sensor devices and eye-trackers that promise more detailed information on a user’s aﬀective and emotional state.
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